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TRIP REPORTS
Wednesday, 11 October 2017 – Cumberland
/Wapping Mine

Thursday, 19 October 2017 – A walk above
Haggs Level, Nenthead

After the sadness of Boyd’s funeral the day before Phil and I
decided to do an easy caving trip so we could reminisce and
also talk to each other about the recent shock of losing such an
amazing person who had provided so much to both of us over
the years.
We met up at the usual Matlock Bath hotel unofficial car park
around 6:30pm and got changed then headed off up to the
mine; Phil was very confused as he was sure the entrance
wasn’t in the place we were headed to and was further
confused when we got there as the entrance looked nothing
like he remembered although it was familiar to him (turns out
he was confusing it with Devonshire Caverns). A scoot over
the wall and we were in and ambling along looking in and
through all holes/off shoots and optional extras. Trending in
the same direction as the normal route everyone else takes we
arrived in the chamber with all the graffiti… and millions of
spent tea lights, which were everywhere having nothing to
extricate them with (no bag etc.) we left them be and headed
on down to the old show-cave part of the mine, upon arriving
at the wishing well we went for a crawl over the top of it and
up into the upper section above which is very pretty really! A
return route through most of the lower workings again poking
around in most of the holes and offshoots we came across and
eventually returning back to the entrance where we both had
some fun exiting the cave which lead to conversations about
how small people manage it and also those of a larger nature
also!
Back to the car, a quick change and off the Boat for a pint and
to raise a glass to Boyd, a thoroughly enjoyable evening!
TUG: About 3½ hours - Doug Hobbs & Phil Walker
Doug Hobbs

Thursday was an undecided day as people were having an easy
day.
Some went for a walk, some went digging in
Middlecleugh. I was going to go myself but it wasn’t until
late afternoon, so I decided to go for a walk above Haggs
Level, towards Carrsfield, via Wellhope Moor, to have a look
at some old mine working at the bottom end of Middle Rigg.
I followed the footpath from Haggs Level, also used by farm
vehicles, I came to some old shepherding buildings now used
by guns on the grouse shoots. From here the footpath turned
to a bog. I made my way over towards the ridge, then down
towards New House.
By now the weather was deteriorating and getting worse, I
made my way back via the old mine workings, a quick look
round (sorry, don’t have the name), back towards the old
buildings and along the footpath back to the car.
It could have been an interesting day if the weather had stayed
fine, so hopefully I will go back another day.
Mick Hogg

Saturday, 28 October 2017 – Marble Steps
Pot
Arrived Yorkshire (Bernie’s Café) approx 9:30am and decided
on a beans on-toast breakfast with egg on top waiting for the
rest of the crew to turn up.
I hadn’t been caving for at least 2 years so was a little nervous
of what was to come and if I was fit enough for doing this pot?
A familiar face turned up and shortly afterwards the rest of the
crew joined us.
We headed out towards Mason Gill approx 10:45am to meet
up with a couple more of our team who had gone ahead. The
weather was typical Yorkshire dull overcast and low
cloud/mist on the hill tops.
After changing at Masongill and walking up to the pot
entrance in thick mist I thought we would never find the
entrance.
Entrance pitch very slippery and wet and owls roosting on the
entrance ledges.
After a couple of pitches and traverses we were down to the
rift leading to the notorious NINETY a tight rift leading to a
45m free hanging pitch.
A couple of the team turned back at this point prior to
descending. At the bottom of the Ninety a further 3 pitches
saw the bottom and a tight rift to the sump. We all had a good
look around at the bottom series. Fortunately I wasn’t
entombed at the bottom of the pot has someone started to pull
the bottom rope up with me still at the bottom.
The ascent back to the surface was energetic especially
coming off the rope at the top of the rope on the Ninety and
into the tight passage at the head.
Exited approx 4:00pm and back into the Yorkshire gloom.
TUG: 5 hours - Karen Slatcher Keith Slatcher, Paul Lydon
Phil Wall, Pete Wagstaff & Adam Geens
Dave Phillips

Wednesday, 18 October 2017 – Carrs Level
Nenthead
A trip into Carrs Level.
Initially it was to do some work in the show mine, but it got
out-voted by some work needed to be done on the surface.
However, Steve Holdings (SMCC) and Helen Knight (CSS)
and myself made our way into Carrs show mine, with some
preserved artefacts along the way. After a short visit in the
show mine we made our way to Middle Flats, where the walls
and arches were covered in a white flowstone, known as
Hydrozincite. Helen was absorbing time taking photos; she
told Steve ‘if I am taking up too much time, remove the
camera from me’.
Up a 6’ calcited ladder to see more formations. After some
thrutching about we made our way up a 20’ ladder to High
Flats where there was more Hydrozincite and a view of Carrs
Engine Shaft. Having had a good look round we then made
our way out via another exit.
TUG: 4 hours – Steve Holdings, Helen Knight & Mick Hogg
Mick Hogg
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Sunday, 29 October 2017 - Ireby Fell Cavern

Sunday, 5 November 2017 – Bagshawe
Cavern

On hearing that Craven were planning a big through trip on
Saturday, we decided to leave this one until Sunday. Turns
out Crewe had the same plan, but they apparently skipped
their Bernie’s breakfast and got there first. A quick chat later
and we agreed to take the shadow route to reduce the queuing.
Yesterday at the same time we walked straight past the Marble
Steps coppice due to the mist. Today however, we could see
the sea from the fells we were strolling over. Funny old weather.
By the time we had got to the entrance, Crewe were well on
their way and we headed down what best resembled a
plughole in a big sink. Having not done the ‘traditional’ route
in this cave I was eyeing up Crewe’s nice yellow 9mm
hanging temptingly down Dong as Keith rigged over the pitch
towards Shadow. After a quick look down, I snuck down
Crewe’s Dong rope, with Pete behind me. There we stood,
waiting for the voices below to clear. Confusingly, they not
only didn’t clear, but got more numerous, and louder. We
convinced ourselves that they were on their way back out
already, and headed back up their rope to follow Keith and the
rest down the Shadow route. Imagine our reaction when we
realised the voices below were actually our own group
descending an alternate pitch that was neither Dong nor
Shadow…. How we laughed.
All together again, and nowhere near Crewe, we headed
onwards and down Pussy (ahem), another one of the
guidebook’s ‘free-climbable’ pitches – yeah right. Extensive
streamway was then ambled and squeezed along, and
sometimes crawled, without incident, until Well Pitch was
reached. At this point we caught up with Crewe so a few of
our group who had been to Duke Street before decided to head
back towards the surface. The rest carried on in the hope that
this sump would somehow be different and more amazing than
all the other sumps! Whilst I grabbed the in-situ rope on Rope
Pitch (or the other group’s rope, whatever), Keith professional as always - reached into his bag and splendidly
rigged this small pitch (or free-climb according to the guide –
haha). Albeit off some dodgy tat around the rock, mind you.
Thereupon followed an impressive length of streamway
completely lacking from yesterday’s jaunt into Marble Steps.
Eventually reaching Duke Street, it seemed as though we’d
entered a different cave – which I guess we probably did from
a speleogenesis perspective. A most inviting and easy going
passage for most part, we followed it to what we think was
close to the sump. However, upon hearing the sound of voices
coming our way – and not wanting to get stuck behind a large
group on the ascent – we did a 180 and headed back up the
ropes. I don’t recall if I volunteered or was cunningly stitched
up but I ended up de-rigging the new alternative route that
Keith had found that was neither Bell nor Shadow. Thanks to
having two bags connected to two ropes that were connected
together I managed to get a smidge muddled and ended up
completely joining the bags. Much amusement as Charles
waited at the pitch head to kindly relieve me of one of the
bags. We bonded as we made our way out masquerading as
some sort of two-man chain gang.
Emerging to find the weather still fine and clear, if a little
nippy, the downhill walk back was altogether more pleasant
than the slog up to the cave.
TUG: ? – Keith Slatcher, Pete Wagstaff, Adam Geens &
Charles Bailey
Adam Geens

Bagshawe Cavern – We all filed into the coe and Pete started
writing names into the log. Adam set off down the steps and I
followed with Paul. We all gathered in the chamber at the
bottom and Simon set off along the passage towards the
Hippodrome. Pete left the rope and ladder at the top of the
Dungeon pitch and we continued into the Hippodrome. I’d
forgotten how much of it is stooping and sort of awkward...
oh, and very warm!
We continued straight on down the muddy slope towards the
sump, through a pool at the bottom and into a very short
section of nice streamway, which stopped far too soon sadly.
As we returned, we met Dave, Adam, Pete and Andy, who
were moving slower, but we passed and went back up.
We got back to the gate into the Full Moon Series and folk
started heading up the crawl, which is slightly uphill all the
way in. I was following Paul with Dave Phillips grandson and
his friend behind me. Paul turned back at a particularly
awkward section and I continued and up into the chamber. It
was really quite pretty, but seemed a lot of effort to get to it - I
think I've been utterly spoilt by French stal that's easy to get
to. After a good look around the chamber, I decided to head
out and met Dave and Pete Wag still on the way in. It was
much quicker on the way out as the smooth stal on the lower
section was great for sliding down!
While the others debated visiting the other gated section, Paul
and I decided we’d had enough and after another brief look at
the muddy tube (by accident), we headed out. Andy wasn't far
behind us and we emerged to bright sunshine, got changed and
parted company.
Bagshawe is always a good trip – one of these days I’ll
actually go down the Dungeon! – and it was lovely to see so
many youngsters along, the next generation in training.
TUG: 1½ hours (or longer!) – Pete Wagstaff, Adam Geens,
Simon Brooks, Kester Brooks, Gareth Harrison, James
Harrison, Dave Phillips, Kade Phillips (Dave's grandson),
Tobey Heron (Kade's friend), Andy Cavill, Paul Lydon &
myself.
Karen Slatcher

Thursday, 9 November 2017 – Devonshire
Caverns
After the gentle trip around Cumberland the other week this
time around Phil and I took John Hopkins, a relative of his and
his prospective girlfriend Simone Harper into Devonshire
Caverns.
This time we had some fun with our RV, starting out at the
New Bath Hotel again we then switched to the church carpark
a little further down the main road where Phil received a
phone call that John had nearly run out of fuel (ie fumes!) and
had gone to fill up at Sainsbury’s only to find he had no cash
to pay with! John made a begging phone call back to his dad
who came and paid for him and finally at around 7:20pm we
all met up and got changed.
All of us being unsure where the entrance is (believe it or not
I’d never been to Devonshire until this night!! I used my
phone to locate it with mapping software. After a good tramp
up the many steps to get to the houses in the higher levels
from the main road we arrived close to the mine Phil hopped
over a wall muttering about it being familiar and then the
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dismissed the drop down as not part of the round trip to
Selenite passage (how wrong we were). So returned along the
main passage then RH passage with Robert & Hywel trying
the walking route and I crawling for 50m or more to a bypass
that looked good but became more restrictive, eventually
turned round and met back up to discover their restriction was
a deep hole in the floor. We later found that the walking
passage did not connect but the crawling passage did after
about 100m.
Then with the help of a sling climbed up the ES drop and back
into Gnome passage, past the wedding cake and into the cross
rifts leading to the top of Arête Chamber, not fancying the RH
traverse we circled down to the other side and then did the LH
traverse to return back to the start. A couple more RH
passages towards Bagpipe Chamber and then down to the top
of the Chasm trying to find a free climbable route down,
decided this was not possible for us, so outward past the
wedding cake.
Followed the RH wall and stooping down and climbing up,
ending at the traverses, we followed to the Big Chamber near
the Entrance and then out to daylight. When shutting the door
we noticed that the padlock was missing, a previous group had
hidden it inside the entrance as they did not want to be locked
in.
Think we reinforced the idea that most passages near the
entrance connect eventually but not always on the same level.
TUG: 4½ hours Hywel & Robert Protheroe Jones & Pete Wag
Pete Wagstaff

penny dropped about the confusion from our previous
Cumberland & Wapping trip, Phil was confusing the 2 in his
mind and was happy he wasn’t going potty.
Door opening area cleared of dead leaves/mud and sticks by
yours truly and then opened with the obligatory Derbyshire
key and we were in (true Orpheus style it was now around
8:15pm).
I have to say I was pretty impressed with the amount and size
of passage in there, not sure what I was expecting but I guess
it was less and smaller! We followed the main passage
‘uphill’ stopping off at the fenced off upper entrance (which is
passable by lifting a rail) then a play in a little squeeze in an
opening in the opposite passage wall. Up the old steps with
Phil pointing out it was also a show cave at one time and
eventually we came to the furthest reach of the upper section
with John deciding to go for a flat out wriggle up the smallest
last bit.
On our return back through the upper section we turned off
and went into the lower section passing the remains of the tub
and downwards until we got to the low crawly parts, with both
John and Simone only wearing cotton boiler suits the thought
of them getting wet wasn’t winning us beer in the pub later so
we turn around to head out. On the way out I noticed that the
roof of the lower sections has masses upon masses of iron
deposits which are really interesting, there is one air-bell type
part of the main passage in this area that has THE most funky
luminescent green mud in there which had all of us perplexed,
it’s the same kind of colour as you see in a green highlighter
pen and at first we thought it was paint or similar, on closer
inspection it certainly seems like a deposit of some kind but
we had no idea what (joking that it must be highly
radioactive!).
A run back up the passage with us branching off again to
explore the ever present ghost passages on either side saw me
take a route whereby I ended up nearly under the ladder at the
entrance… a neat shortcut! The others returned back the way
they came and I joined them at the junction for the
upper/lower series and we all headed back to the entrance with
me pointing out the funky shortcut I’d taken which again
struck more memory chords with Phil from previous trips in
there.
Back out into the cool night air – a very clear and by now
quite cold night so as per our previous trip a quick change and
then a pint in the Boat….I do like that pub!
TUG: About 2½ hours - Doug Hobbs, Phil Walker, John
Hopkins & Simone Harper
TIP - About 40mins with the landlord quietly suggesting we
should bugger off home somewhere around 11:45pm ish!
Doug Hobbs

Sunday, 19 November 2017 – Pant Mawr
Pant Mawr an hour long walk in, three hours underground and
an hour back on a sunny Autumnal day.
The clear day made spotting the depression easy. The top
belays are good and the top has a good set of eco-hangers for
SRT and ladder use, so we used both and abseiled in and
laddered out. Hywel and Robert having to use a stop for a
change from their normal rack.
Straight in and downstream to the first boulder choke easily
passed on the right and leading to a calcited passage into the
second boulder choke. Climbed up to the left into the Great
Hall with fine formations, as shown in the attached photos.
Dropped back down to stream and past the third boulder choke
and the Organ Loft but did not push the Vestry due to our dry
state. Down to the sump and a quick return to the entrance.
Sometime we must look up stream waterfall.
TUG: 3 hours - Hywel & Robert Protheroe-Jones & Pete Wag
Pete Wagstaff

Saturday, 18 November 2017 - OFD

Saturday, 24 November 2017 – Bull Pot,
Kingsdale

OFD top entrance and a lot of associated passages.
On a damp misty morning with wet weather forecast we
decided to do a familiarisation trip around OFD top entrance.
We followed a group of students in and shut the door behind
us, not checking if the outside padlock was on. Through to
Gnome passage and past Edwards Shortcut (ES) to a squeeze
low on the left wall that allowed access to the main passage of
ES. Continuing on to look at the pretties in the Frozen River
passage and then returning to the cross passage past the
window that we knew as the route to the traverses but

On the 24th November, Gareth, James, Phil, and Paul, a
caving friend of Phil, were up in Yorkshire. We all met up in
Inglesport café in the morning, including Jenny, for a chat, cup
of tea and a cavers breakfast before having a late start.
We then drove to Bull Pot where we caught up with James'
Granddad (Tony). After gearing up we walked up Kingsdale
to the entrance of Bull Pot, disturbing a group of 5 or 6 owls
(short-ear owls?) on the way.
Phil then rigged the first three pinches without fault. Gareth
took over the rigging and we all descended to the bottom the
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4th pitch where Tony had to turn around. The remainder of
the party then descended down the rift passage to the top of
the 5th and final pitch into the main chamber. However James
decided that the pitch head was a bit hard for him so he started
to head out while the remainder of the group went into the
main chamber. After a short stop in the main chamber the
party came back out with only James struggling at the top of a
few pitch heads. However we all got out without too much
difficulty. During drinks in Bernie's plans were discussed for
an intended trip down Sell Gill the following day, which
Gareth and James declined having done it a few times recently
and also given the opportunity of joining Pete Roe and
Swaledale Mountain Rescue Team on a practice cave rescue.
TUG: 3 hours. Caving: Phil Wall, Paul Wagstaff, Tony,
Gareth & James Harrison
Gareth & James Harrison

party of 4, which included 2 novices, making their way down
the first pitch so we had a look at the wet route entrance while
we waited.
Phil rigged the first 2 pitches and Mark rigged the last pitch.
Once at the bottom we looked at the waterfall on the wet
route. There wasn't too much water cascading down but could
imagine how different the scene would be in high water. We
had a look at the huge chamber and followed the stream down
to where disappears round a corner into a wet hands and knees
crawl to the sump.
The other group were taking photos and suggested we go back
up the pitches first. Phil derigged behind Mark and Paul and
we quickly returned to the first pitch where we waited while
another group finished making their way down. Very quickly
we were back at the top. The weather was starting to close in
as we returned to the cars.
We had just finished getting changed and packing the cars
when the rain started.
A nice little trip for a Sunday.
TUG - 3 hours - Mark Silo, Paul Wagstaff (visitor from
Ireland) & Phil Wall
Phil Wall

Sunday, 26 November 2017 – Sell Gill Holes
We met at Bernies as usual after loading up with free snacks
from the Inglesport cafe (thanks for passing on the cafe
vouchers, Karen) then onto the carpark at Horton-inRibblesdale.
It was only about 1˚C but a clear morning and bright sunshine
made for a pleasant walk up to the cave entrance. There was a

FROM THE LOG BOOK
‘yoga hole’ to get to Damacles Rift, with James (smallest in
part at about 5’6”) being the only one to get stuck.
Paul replaced the top worn-out rope with new bright red rope.
More maintenance was done to improve the pull-through cord,
which was exceedingly tight and starting to get covered with
spoil from the dig. The cord has been raised, but it really
needs a new bolt on the right hand side and 2 maillons
replacing that have almost been cut through. Hope the cord
hasn’t done the same to the top pull-through ring!
Two grogs rescued from the bottom of the main shaft. A third
refused to come out of its hiding hole, whilst a fourth was past
saving, having lost a leg and some guts.
All ascended without problems, quickly retreating to the cars
to escape the driving rain.
TUG: 4 hours – Paul Thorne, Pete Wagstaff, Gareth Harrison
& James Harrison.
Gareth Harrison

NEW SLEEPING BAG!
Saturday-Sunday, 7-8 October 2017
This weekend we have come because Millie has a new
sleeping bag, so we have tested it out! We also tried some
knitting and playing on my new phone! The sleeping bag is
very comfortable. The Half Yearly meeting has come so that
is also why we have come! We cut the edge of the path!
Doug Hobbs & Millie Hobbs
Millie Hobbs

ELDON HOLE
Saturday, 7 October 2017
Arrived Friday night to find Paul settled in after a day’s walk.
On Saturday morning we waited for others and had quick
discussion of options before Paul suggested doing Eldon Hole.
Paul was keen to get going after kitting up, to try to warm up
and he offered to do the rigging. The descent down South
Gully was straightforward, other than Paul having to
overcome the issue of a locked crab on the hanging re-belay
and shortening one of the deviations to improve the hang.
Once in the main chamber, Paul, James and I descended down
the dig in the right hand corner. It’s an impressive piece of
work, with masses of scaffolding shoring up the shaft and roof
sections as it descends down 20-25 metres.
Pete had rigged the pulley system to ascend up to Miller’s
Chamber. There, the rift has significant amounts of flowstone,
calcited boulders and gour pools. All were entertained by the

CAUDWELL’S MILL / STANTON MOOR
Sunday, 8 October 2017
Half Yearly General Meeting, ran well! Then off to
Caudwell’s Mill, Rowsley. Built 1874, closed 1978 with all
machine intact, some dating back to 1904. £4.50 admission –
excellent value. I had the place to myself, all the public were
in the cafe or associated craft shops.
Loads to see,
surprisingly complicated and sophisticated process. Selfguided and definitely not ‘tarted up’ for the public.
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Then a nice walk to Birchover, Nine Ladies, Stanton Moor
(quarries), Cork Stone (yes, I climbed it!), Dukes Drive
Tower. Good views, including the Darley Dale lead smelter.
A fine afternoon. Back to an empty hut at 7pm!
Paul Thorne

ROBIN’S SHAFT MINE
Saturday, 2 December 2017
Park at Hilltop Farm (£1.50pp). Shaft is around the back of
the farm. 100m rope just sufficient. Very unusual steep, large
sloping shaft of uneven slope. No obvious signs of how it was
sunk, no rope grooves or sign of incline rails, very odd.
Minor attempts at workings, following a steeply sloping
calcite pipe vein, colourful in places. In reality no more than a
trial (maybe fraudulent at that!).
Several significant cave passages intersected. At bottom of
shaft is a rifty passage. Most extensive caves about 30m up,
surprisingly extensive, mostly phreatic cave passages –
interesting.
Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher, Paul Lydon, Pete Wagstaff &
Paul Thorne.
Paul Thorne

ELDON HOLE
Sunday, 26 November 2017
Trip to Eldon to look at the pull-through cord and the top eyebolt anchor. Followed Faye and her friends up to the hole and
whilst they descended the west route, we chose the south
gully. Slippery as ever and one dead crow and vole at the
bottom, but a big living toad.
Replaced the maillons on the pull-through cord leaving the
cord lightly tensioned. Cord in very good condition so left
in-situ. Up to the eye-bolt to inspect and interesting to see
about 1mm deep groove in the bottom of the ring where the
cord has rubbed. With the eye being 12.5mm thickness
diameter, I don’t think 1mm wear of will affect its strength.
TUG: 3 hours – Pete Wag & Andy Cavill
Pete Wagstaff

BAGSHAWE CAVERN
Sunday, 3 December 2017
Had a good look into most of the easily accessible parts of
Bagshawe Cavern – first visit for me.
Took the ‘Agony Crawl’ bypass route to visit part of the lower
streamway, but didn’t cross the lake. Descended The
Dungeon (20ft ladder), but water level high enough discourage
a soaking!
Went to the Hippodrome and down towards Sump 1 – fine
impressive phreatic passage in places.
Descended Glory Hole Passage to duck = sump today! A long
(enough) crawl to the Full Moon Series extension was
rewarded with splendid pristine formations – take care.
The entrance/exit stairway is rather splendidly built up a
worked-out stope in mine workings, nice job.
Pete Wagstaff & Paul Thorne.
Paul Thorne

WALK FROM MONYASH
Friday, 1 December 2017
Left Kent 5am, parked and off walking from Monyash 8:30.
Some light snow covering the ground, roads icy! A cold and
bright day, much of the ground frozen all day.
Walked to Long Rake, then Youlgreave, Alport, Shining Bank
Quarry, back via Lathkilldale.
Brewed up 3 times – all (just) underground! Spotted two large
grilled entrances in Lathkilldale a little upstream from the
launder pillars near Mandale.
Presumably ‘marble’
underground quarry workings? Managed to enter one (tight
squeeze through bolted grille), but limited extent. Must be
brilliant bat hibernation sites in winter?
Paul Thorne

A BLAST FROM THE PAST
attempt to escape a soaking, for the water was about five feet
deep in places. After the first short distance we came to a
pothole from the surface and, one by one, we were forced to
take to the water... brrrrrr! Was it cold? I suppose, under drier
conditions, the cave could be quite interesting but soaked to
the waist and extremely cold, I was glad when we reached the
farthest point possible and retraced our steps. On the way out
we noticed that the water had risen appreciably and those of
our number, remaining at the campsite, were startled by a
sudden rush of water as a nearby spring suddenly burst into
life.
The highlight of the trip was the ultra-comical sight of Rex
garbed in two pairs of combs [combinations Ed] and a pair of
football shorts (he’d mislaid his overalls) resembling an
Athenian wrestler in rompers. The coup-de-grace was his
huge pair of boots. Our sides ached with helpless laughter.

Easter Meet 1963 – 12-15 April
For the Easter meet, 11 Orpheus, 5 DCC and 4 guests camped
at Twistleton Dale Farm, Chapel-le-Dale. The weather was
shocking with almost continual rain and we were not inclined
to tackle a big pot.
On Sunday, eleven of us went over to Great Douk Cave, the
resurgence point of the water from Middle Washfold Cave,
where a through trip can be accomplished under dry
conditions. After the heavy rainfall, the water thundered from
the cave mouth to fall about 8 feet onto the rocks below and
almost immediately went to ground again, presumably to
reappear at Gods Bridge?
We entered the cave by way of the bedding crawl to the right
of the fall. Although the cave is only about half a mile long,
we rather enjoyed the sport afforded by traversing in an
8

The following day commenced with a visit to Thornton Force,
where a 40 feet waterfall plunges from the limestone onto the
rocks below. At the base of the limestone can clearly be seen
a bed of conglomerate lying unconformably on the almost
vertical bed of Ingletonian slates.
We next went to Yordas Cave which was something of a
tourist attraction as long ago as the latter part of the 18th
century.
From Yordas we went to the celebrated White Scar Cave. I
must confess I was a little disappointed, this not being at all
what I expected for a master cave taking thirty streams
(Pennine Underground - Thornber). Our particular guide
informed us that the total length of passage was something like
3½ miles, but this seemed rather a generous figure to me.
Perhaps someone would like to say something on this point?
On the way back to the campsite, we visited Weathercote
Cave where the sight of a 70 feet waterfall in full spate made
us feel very insignificant. In the abandoned river bed, above
the cave, water can be seen and heard in places and after
Weathercote Cave the old river course is on a much lower
level, interrupted by the large openings of two other pots –
Hurtle and Jingle. The lady at the nearby house, where the
key for Weathercote is kept, told us that a caving organisation
had pushed the lower part of the cave and reached a point
quite near to Jingle Pot.
Whilst we were making our tour, Pete Beales and Pete Smith
of the DCC investigated a recent collapse near Ribblehead
they had found. After a few boulders had been removed, a
small stream passage was revealed along which Beales
crawled for about thirty yards before he was halted by
boulders. As time was running out, he decided to leave further
investigation for some other time.
During the weekend we ran into a party of the Yorkshire
Ramblers Club. Their Assistant Secretary, Mr T W Salmon,
suggested that we may care to have a look at the caving area in
Ireland where they have been exploring new caves. He has
promised to supply me an up to date picture of their
accomplishments over there in the hopes that we may be able
to do some work of a beneficial nature. To date, 9 members of
the Club are going to Ireland for the first two weeks in August.

Chamber, Rawl Series and Stream passage, and two other
parties to do Rawl Series and Stream Passage in opposite
directions by a circular route. One of the slow parties
followed immediately behind the ‘tigers’ party (in which the
Orpheus members were made conspicuous by their absence)
and it was necessary to stop every five minutes to allow the
‘tigers’ to tiger off. Another noteworthy incident was that all
the DCC members were seen to flee down a convenient side
passage, with great sweatings, at the prospect of the handwire
traverse needless to say, and Orpheus members proceeded
across with great confidence.
Later all retired to the Gwyn Arms, the Orpheus contingent
being notably in the forefront by half an hour, having set up
sleeping quarters just across the road. Much partaking of
lousy watery beer was carried out, and wild warblings, Pete
Smith being in great evidence in both activities the Phantom
condescended to visit a DCC members, sitting on a camp bed
in the middle of a lay-by.
The following morning, Tunnel Cave was attempted originally
by a party of 9. Mark and Jean withdrew before we left the
campsite, mumbling something about breakfast. Seven hardy
souls entered the first passage (with great assurances from
Pete Smith that all water could be avoided by stone hopping)
and plunged in up to their knees. With an air of ‘my-kneesare-dry-and-I-intend-them-to-stay-that-way,
Pete
Smith
vanished burbling down the track, never to be seen again.
The remaining seven successfully reached the end of Davy
Price’s Hall without getting lost, surprisingly, and the
Junction. The aim was to visit East Passage and Waterfall
Chamber, and it was decided that Groins and two DCC
members should take East Passage and double back along
Cross Passage, while Pete Dobey, Ian Patrick and two DCC
should try the apparently more difficult direct West Passage
route.
The direct party started off, soon arrived at Cross Joint and
continued in an effort to reach the end of Cross Passage.
Frequent consultations of the survey brought them first to
Madden Chamber, then to Marble Arch, where they became
thoroughly convinced that they had arrived at the end of Cross
Passage, some 200ft behind. After a period of shouting,
Groins and crew were abandoned and a period of rapid
movement and total confusion followed, the sudden arrival at
Cascade Aven brought total amazement to the four, and
suggestions were made that it was a) Marble Arch, b) the 15
foot pot and c) the 35 foot pot, approached from the South
End. The position was clarified somewhat, by the discovery
that the cave survey was based on 100ft squares and not 100
yards.
Returning to the entrance, it was discovered that Groins and
party, not having nasty confusing surveys to contend with, had
successfully entered Cross Passage and rapidly backed out,
believing themselves to be wrong. Their furthest point was
variously described as Steeple Aven or Final Chambers.

South Wales – 8-9 September 1963
After the withdrawal of several prominent members, largely
due to winching activities, three of the Leicester members,
Pete Dobey, Ian Patrick and Groins, proceeded to South Wales
to meet a strong Nottingham contingent, Mark and Jean. This
completed the Orpheus section of the meet, which was
combined with the Derbyshire Caving Club.
Immediately upon arrival at the campsite, all rapidly withdrew
to Ogof Ffynon Ddu. Enquiries as to the wetness of the cave
brought hopeful replica of ‘Dead Dry’ ranging to ‘Knee
Deep’, many members, however, found their legs considerably
shorter than expected and emerged wet to the waist.
The seventeen cavers (and others) who wished to go into OFD
were divided into three parties; A ‘tigers’ team to do Starlight
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OCC COMMITTEE & OFFICERS 2017
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The OCC Committee

Representatives & Keyholders

Acting Chairman: Jenny Potts
chairman@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to DCA Meetings:
Karen Slatcher

Secretary: Chris Jackson
secretary@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCRA Meetings:
Jenny Potts

Treasurer: Tricia Webber
treasurer@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to BCA Meetings:
Jenny Potts

Librarian: Simon Brooks
librarian@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

OCC Rep to DCRO Meetings:
Hostel Warden: Pete Wagstaff

Paul Lydon

lynnandpete@cavexmine.co.uk

Tackle Master: Keith Slatcher
rooneytoons@ntlworld.com

Tackle Store Keys held by:
Ken Morton, Simon Brooks
Pete Wagstaff, Paul Lydon
Keith Slatcher, Chris Jackson
& Phil Wall

Caving Secretary: Dave Philips
caving@rollsroyce16.plus.com

Committee Members:

Library Cupboard Keys held by:

Doug Hobbs:
doughobbs@gmail.com

Potts, Simon Brooks
Doug Hobbs, Pete Wagstaff
Keith Slatcher, Karen Slatcher
Charlotte Heaton

Paul Lydon:
paul@potholer.org

OCC Gear Cupboard Keys held by:

Cottage Booking Secretary: Jenny Potts

Ken Morton, Pete Wagstaff
Paul Lydon, Keith Slatcher

bookings@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk

THE NEXT ISSUE OF THE NEWSLETTER WILL BE VOL 53, NO 1-3, JANUARY-MARCH 2018
Please bear in mind that without your write-ups and articles, there will be very little to send out (apart from my own write-ups and I
imagine you’ll get heartily sick of those!), so I will be nagging for write-ups if you’ve promised to do them!
B&W surveys and maps are welcome, as are B&W drawings. We are usually limited to 4 pages of colour photos or maps per
issue, but please send them in regardless – if there are enough you may get a centre spread as well. If you can email your article
that would be really helpful, but I’ll happily accept contributions scribbled on the back of a beer mat!
Please send your contributions by email to newsletter@orpheuscavingclub.org.uk or by post, handwritten or typed to:
Karen Slatcher, Kirby House, Main Street, Winster, MATLOCK, Derbyshire DE4 2DH

www.orpheuscavingclub.org.uk
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BAGSHAWE CAVERN & ROBIN’S SHAFT

Kester Brooks in the crawl into Full Moon Series

Formation in Full Moon Series (Photo: Karen Slatcher)

Formation in Full Moon Series (Photo: Karen Slatcher)

Simon in the crawl into Full Moon Series

Robin’s Shaft:
Entrance shaft
Limestone beds
full of fossils

All photos
unless marked:
Pete Wagstaff
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ELDON HOLE + OFD & PANT MAWR, SOUTH
SOUTH WALES

Andy Cavill in
Eldon Hole
(photos: Pete Wagstaff)

Phil Wall in Frozen River, OFD II (photo: Pete Wagstaff)

Formation in Pant Mawr (photos: Pete Wagstaff)
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